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1: Best Bodybuilding Pdf Books
In The Rapid Fat Loss Handbook, Lyle McDonald has distilled this method with decades of research behind it into
practical guidelines, with easy-to-understand categories depending on your starting point in bodyfat, weight and fitness
level.

The guy was there arguing the science from day one on UseNet. He is also the author of www. More than
anything else, Lyle is a science nerd; he is a science junkie. Just for example, the Ketogenic Diet had over
references. The guy knows his shit. His longevity in the nutrition game is proof-positive that he gets results for
people who follow his methods. RFL is a protein-sparring fast. Researchers found that therapeutic starvation
caused significant, quick weight loss. What an amazing revelation, eh? The big problem was a significant loss
of bodily proteins. Through diligent experimentation, they realized that, if you feed patients some protein,
instead of merely starving them entirely, you got very similar weight loss rates without the massive protein
loss read: You can google the Minnesota Study for more information about these types of experiments. In fact,
RFL is a simple booklet that can be absorbed fully in one sitting. And, just to be clear, RFL is not aimed
explicitly at performance athletes although they are addressed in several instances. RFL is intended to be read
by any lay person. Lyle will literally walk you through each and every step of setting up the diet to ensure that
you get all the details correctly. Here is the table of contents: When is a crash diet appropriate? Basic nutrition
overview Chapter 4: Nutrient Metabolism Overview Chapter 5: An Overview of the Diet Chapter 6:
Estimating body fat percentage Chapter 7: Setting up the diet Chapter 9: Metabolic slowdown and what to do
about it Chapter Free meals, refeeds and diet breaks Chapter Ending the Diet â€” Introduction Chapter
Non-counting Method Part 1 Chapter Non-counting Method Part 2 Chapter Calculation method Chapter
Back To Dieting Appendix 1: Protein First of all, instead of basing protein on body weight, as many of these
studies do, Lyle has required protein intakes for specific categories of lifters. The leaner you are, the more
protein you need to eat. The exact figures are provided in the book. Fiber Fiber, in the form of fibrous
vegetables, is considered a free food. Certain vegetables are off limits. I used Kirkland Brand Fish Oil. I just
used a generic Kirkland brand multivitamin. Refeeds and Free Meals Unlike the original studies conducted,
RFL does not require you to grind away without any relief for months on end. The exact length depends on
your category as a lifter. This is one of the most important modifications in helping lifters retain their hard
earned muscle mass. This will allow you to maintain intensity in the gym thus aiding in the prevention of
detraining and muscle loss. Jan 1st, to Mar 18th, 10 weeks Body Composition:
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2: BodyRecomposition Support Forums
The Rapid Fat Loss Handbook A Scientific Approach to Crash Dieting How to lose pounds of fat and pounds of weight in
2 weeks Lyle McDonald.

His writing is some of the best if not the best stuff you can find on the subject of fat loss and body
transformation. There are several reasons one may want to lose weight fast: He answers some of the following
questions: What type of diet will help me lose fat while keeping most or all of my muscle mass?
Rememberâ€”muscle loss is not what you want. How many calories should I eat for maximum fat loss? How
much exercise should I do while on this kind of diet? His answer may surprise you hint: How can I keep the
fat off once I go back to a maintenance phase? What supplements can help ensure I get the essential nutrients
while crash dieting? I also appreciate his understanding of the psychological aspects of dietingâ€”something
other authors overlook. Last but not least, the book has just enough humor to make you laugh every once in a
whileâ€”a nice touch. This is not a muscle-building program or lifestyle programâ€”it is a crash diet. This is
not going to be an easy dietâ€”your food choices will be severely limited. This may be a good strategy for
men and women who want to start their body transformation with serious momentum. You get additional
products with your order: Extreme Fat Loss Special Report: Guide to Flexible Dieting: This book will show
you how to keep off the weight you lost during your crash diet. This is a great deal for 47 bucksâ€”both a
short-term and long-term plan for those who want to lose weight and keep it off. You can also check out my
other recommended programs if you think something else would better suit your needs.
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3: The Rapid Fat Loss Handbook: A Scientific Approach To Crash Dieting by Lyle McDonald
The Rapid Fat Loss Handbook: A Scientific Approach to Crash Dieting [Lyle McDonald] on www.enganchecubano.com
*FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. In an ideal world, everyone would take a long-term approach to dieting, trying to
lose weight/fat gradually.

The Desk of Lyle McDonald July 1st, Dear friend, Do you need to drop weight and fat fast for a special event,
like a class reunion or wedding? Or is your beach vacation coming up and you want to look your best in that
new bathing suit you bought. Are you an athlete who needs to make a weight class without losing muscle or
performance, or a physique athlete who is behind on their preparation and needs something that works quickly
to get back on track? Or are you like the rest of us, simply frustrated with the slow rates of weight loss that
make you lose focus and interest and quit entirely? Maybe you just want to see some quick and motivating
results to kickstart the same moderate diet approach that all of the experts is tell you the best. Because would
you believe thatâ€¦. In a paper published in in the prestigious journal Obesity Research titled Lessons from
Obesity Management: Greater Initial Weight Loss Improves Long-Term Maintenance noted obesity expert
and researcher Arne Astrup wrote However, against this notion speaks numerous post hoc analyses of weight
loss intervention studies showing that a greater initial weight loss, usually achieved in the first weeks of
treatment, is associated with a better long-term outcome, i. Rossner reached the identical conclusion, writing:
The greater the initial weight loss, the better is the subsequent outcome. Such a predictor tells us that there is a
consistent weight loss pattern from the beginning of the treatment. Initial weight loss can also reflect a better
compliance with the treatment. It has been noted that the findings on initial weight loss challenge the clinical
opinion that weight loss achieved at a slow rate would be better. Which simply means that, when you look at
studies on weight loss, the ones generating the fastest initial weight losses, over the first weeks gave the BEST
results when dieters were followed years later. But this is enormously dependent on how the diet program is
actually set up. To be effective and safe in both the short and long-term a rapid fat loss diet has to be set up
correctly. And it should go without saying that I set up my Rapid Fat Loss diet program correctly. The diet did
not disappoint, in just 10 days I lost 7. I am well aware of the nutritional needs of humans, and nearly every
theory of dieting ever advanced. In addition, and more importantly, after just one month on the diet, markers
of healthâ€¦blood pressure, resting heart rate, cholesterol, triglycerides, among othersâ€¦all went from really
REALLY horrid to just about perfect. There are plenty of so-called crash diets, but only one diet rooted in
science and physiology allows you to do so safely without losing precious muscle mass and slowing down
your metabolism â€” the Protein Sparing Modified Fast PSMF. In The Rapid Fat Loss Handbook, Lyle
McDonald has distilled this method with decades of research behind it into practical guidelines, with
easy-to-understand categories depending on your starting point in bodyfat, weight and fitness level. You will
learn how to set up the diet, implement free meals and refeeds to not only maintain metabolism but also make
the diet easier to follow. Follow the guidelines in this book, where Lyle even provides you with free online
resources on how to set up meal plans and an exercise program, and you will lose a lot of fat in a very short
time while preserving muscle mass and strength. Let me introduce myself: But I believe in science and
evidence. Lyle is a pioneer and one of the absolute best sources of science-based diet information in the
industry. You will NOT receive download links but should be redirected to a registration page for access to
your files. Some people seem to NOT be getting sent to that page if they are ordering on their phone. If that
happens please contact me and I can get you added to the member database. Also note that you may receive an
autoresponder saying that you are being sent print books. This is a digital download ONLY. Crash dieting is
not new. And all were set up simply horribly. Even if they worked in the short-term they did nothing but set
the dieter up for a huge rebound weight gain when they were done. The science I showed you above finds,
there are good and bad ways to crash diet and most of them are bad. Set up correctly, rapid fat loss diets can be
safe, effective and work BETTER in the long-run than more moderate approaches. Now I had many goals for
my Rapid Fat Loss diet but three of the main ones were that it had to: Generate Maximum Fat Loss â€” While
my diet will cause rapid weight loss a lot of which is water , the fact is that dieters want to lose unsightly body
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fat whether they know it or not. Diets that cause lean mass loss slow metabolism, increasing the risk of weight
regain. Be as Healthy and Safe as Possible â€” Most crash diets are based around a single food or provide
awful nutrition. I not only based my Rapid Fat Loss approach around whole foods but set it up to provide all
of the essential nutrients that the body needs for function and health. You should never sacrifice health in the
quest for weight or fat loss. And in the long run, the truth works better than the converse. The program only
works if you put the work in. But you know at this point that anything that sounds too good to be true
probably is. My program takes some work but I can promise you that it does work. It will do this while
sparing the loss lean body mass, so critical not only to maintaining metabolic rate by also to looking good. As
I mentioned, it also does this while ensuring complete nutrition for good health. I also showed you clinical
research indicating that faster initial weight and fat loss is actually superior in terms of long-term weight
losses but only if things are set up a certain way. In contrast, diets that were based around whole foods,
included exercise, and worked at re-training people to eat in a better way were the ones that not only worked
best in the short-term but also gave dieters the best long-term results. Finally, by basing the diet around a
healthy core of foods lean proteins, vegetables, essential fats , the Rapid Fat Loss diet gives you a baseline
eating pattern to add to in the long-term. Just like the science shows is optimal. If nothing else you will always
come out of one of my books having learned something new and hopefully useful. I am amazed at how this
program worked for me. Unlike most programs that tell you how to lose weight, RFH also devotes several
chapters about how to maintain your weight. Tsoi â€” Houston, Tx Thank you so much for writing your book.
Like many others I took things to the extreme and could not maintain. I completed banned all carbs, even
some good ones. Thanks to your advice I have successfully lost 22 pounds in 2 weeks. My water retention,
high blood pressure is down and my glucose is in balance. The two regular meals on Sat and Tuesday with
exercise a few times a week really help keep me on track. I feel this is a lifestyle I can enjoy permanently. And
just about every diet can claim that they take off the weight quickly or easily. But what good is that if you just
end up gaining back all the weight and sometimes more? And I spent as much time in the Rapid Fat Loss
handbook telling you how to rapidly lose weight and fat as I do to helping you maintain those losses in the
long-term. Now that last bullet point may have you a little bit confused and I want to expand on it. The
Science of Flexible Dieting For years, dieters have been told, or at least, believed that the more extreme and
more restrictive their diet, the better off they would be. In recent years, researchers have delineates what they
call rigid and flexible dieters. And in study after study, flexible dieters have been found to have less problems
with overeating in general, binge eating, food cravings and other negative eating behaviors. As well, flexible
dieters end up weighing LESS than their rigid counterparts. As researchers CF Smith and colleagues wrote in
the paper Flexible vs. Relationship with Adverse Behavioral Outcomes published in the prestigious journal
Appetite in Which is a scientific way of saying that more flexible dieters had less problems with overeating,
weighed less and had lower levels of depression and anxiety than the rigid dieters. And this is important
becauseâ€¦. The book details the use of free meals single meals that allow foods not otherwise allowed on the
diet , refeeds short periods of high-carbohydrate eating to help reset metabolism and even full 2 week diet
breaks taken to stabilize at the new weight and give dieters a mental break. The full two-week diet breaks
comes, once again, out of research. In that study, subjects were placed on a diet and then told to take a break
for 2 weeks; the researchers wanted to see what happened when the subjects broke their diet to track how and
why people regain weight. Unfortunately, they failed in their goal; rather they found that people who were
given a controlled break from dieting gained only a small amount of weight and had little to no problem going
back on their diet after the break. I actually found the topic of Flexible Dieting so fascinating that I wrote an
entirely separate book titled A Guide to Flexible Dieting science, not book titles, is my strength about it. But
mine was the first. Just as part of a complete package. Here you learn what to watch for and when you need to
tighten up and get your diet back under control Here are some of the things people are saying about A Guide
to Flexible Dieting Realistic yet still superior advice Lyle consistently delivers: This is a terrific dare I say it?
It is less about one particular way of dieting though it covers several methods than about how to maintain
weight loss and health for life. I would consider it absolutely a must-have for anyone concerned with fitness
and weight loss. And no other diet allowed me to eat the foods that I enjoyed and lose weight. This book helps
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you to figure out how to eat while losing, maintaining or gaining without getting into the minutia that other
plans do. I would highly recommend this as the first and possibly the last diet book that anyone could ever
need. This is the one for people who want to customize their own eating plans going from basic principles that
work and are backed with research. Coolum Beach, Queensland Australia The Guide to Flexible Dieting
helped me to understand and relinquish my perfectionism and guilt-ridden attitude towards dieting. I had been
focusing too much on what I could and could not eat on strict diet plans, and falling into the vicious cycle of
deprivation, binging, self-sabotage. The Flexible Diet enabled me to create my own diet template, where no
food or food group was forbidden, therefore tailoring the diet to my tastes and lifestyle. Free meals became
special family affairs, and refeeds helped kill any residual carb cravings. What a difference this simple shift of
thinking made! With my old ways of dieting, I managed to achieve a frustratingly slow weight loss of 20 in a
year. In the 6 weeks since I began using the FD plan, I have been able to shed 10 of fat, shave inches off all
over, and still maintain my strength and intensity in the gym. I am excited to see what the next 6 weeks will
bring. More Real-World Results from the Program Before telling you more about the Rapid Fat Loss program
and everything it includes, I want to show you a few more people who have benefitted from the Rapid Fat
Loss approach, including an already lean athlete the diet is set up to let people of varying starting body fat
levels to use the diet with modifications.
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4: Dangerous dieting: the lessons I learned from 10 days of rapid fat loss. | Amy Dix
The Rapid Fatloss Handbook Diet. Fortunately for me, I've been following Lyle and his work for long as I have been
lifting weights. When I decided to drop two full weight classes in less than three months, I knew my diet of choice would
Lyle's Rapid Fatloss Handbook (RFL).

Amy 2 Comments I lost 6 pounds in 10 days. If this makes you lean in and want to find out how, well, I have
good news and bad news. Lightning-quick fat loss is the magical, elusive unicorn of our diet culture. We want
fat loss and we want it fast. After all, dieting for a long time sucks. I think by now many of us know that crash
dieting is not the wisest path to lasting weight management. And with fewer days of feeling hungry. Well,
kids, you can lose weight faster. Crash diets take many forms, and while most are merely ineffectual for the
long run, some are actually dangerous. The bulk of them are basically a bad idea for the vast majority of
people. For nearly all of my days cutting over pounds of weight, I have enjoyed eating pretty much all of the
things I have wanted â€” just in smaller quantities and with a much heavier priority of incorporating lean
protein and whole foods into my diet. But what about when you want to get really shredded? I mean visible
abs, lean-and-mean shredded. As my own body settled into a place with relatively low body fat, I noticed that
weight loss really slows down even while on a deficit. That was my sign that I needed to be done for a while:
Months spent dieting is hard on our hormones. It was definitely time for a diet break. But first, an idea gnawed
at me. You see, in my own dusty corner of my brain, I can still appreciate looking lean. And you know what?
As my vacation to Jamaica approached, I imagined how I might rock a bikini if I got shredded â€” the way a
bikini competitor does â€” for just a few days: I agree with this idea. However, I was still curious: Plus for
aesthetics, of course. I pitched the idea to my own coach, Jordan Syatt , who probably thought I was nuts.
Jordan also knew enough to be able to monitor me so I could do my experiment safely. As he gave me
permission to proceed with my crazy project, he chuckled at my folly. In my mind, my coach had just thrown
the gauntlet to me. Surely he had no idea of my mental fortitude. After all, struggling to lean out for ripped abs
rests upon the mountain top of first world problems. How my fat loss diet worked: There are various forms of
a very low calorie diet VLCD , many of which have been studied under controlled conditions for
hospital-based studies. The Rapid Fat Loss Diet is a protein-sparing modified fast PSMF that places an
emphasis on protein consumption to theoretically retain as much muscle as possible while losing fat.
McDonald theorizes that when you eliminate carbohydrates and fats for fuel and rely only on protein, your
body then more effectively burns fat by using existing fat stores to get energy. I wonder how results would
play out among more seasoned athletes. Most studies of this kind are done with overweight or untrained
subjects. For my 10 day period, my daily calorie target was between kcal and kcal. My protein goal was at
least g daily, which left me with little more than some spinach for carbs. What I quickly found was that
nothing sucks the joy out of eating like having little more than meat and eggs to eat each day. My one bowl of
plain Greek yogurt topped with Walden Farms calorie-free syrup became my holy grail of desserts. I finally
understood how people doing an intense fat cut for a bikini competition become enthusiastic about protein
mug cakes: They tasted vaguely of cocoa and not of meat, so I became momentarily grateful. Dear Diaryâ€¦
Day 1 When I began the fast, I mostly felt hungry and a little depressed about having to miss out on my
favorite foods for the coming week or so. On day 1, my energy was fine. But by the end of the day, I was so
hungry that I balled my fists in frustration. I ate my bowl of spinach and tuna and distracted myself with
Netflix. Day 3 My energy was now waning, though with careful timing, I made it through my workout. I left
the gym feeling a bit smug. I stumbled upon a few silver linings too as I discovered that egg whites scrambled
with cinnamon and stevia become pretty tasty when topped with PB2. Day 5 I looked at my husband with a
mixture of sadness and disgust while he devoured an orange beside me, and he merely urged me to give up. I
then sullenly pointed out that he was a super unsupportive jerk, deeply inhaled the scent of the fruit, and
huffed off to the living room. An orange would definitely be the first thing I ate after finishing my fantastically
dumb diet. Day 6 I became very tiredâ€¦ a kind of fatigue that I could feel deep within my bones. Unlike
many, I had the luxury of doing most of my work from my house, and more frequently this week, from my
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sofa or bed. This was the day that I could begin to feel the crushing weight of the world fall upon my chest in
the afternoon. Teaching my evening class became a Herculean effort. Day 7 I sent out a newsletter to my
followers. I asked him why. I could tell Jordan was politely informing me that my work was suffering. I
normally catch everything or at least take the time to scour my writing before I shout it out to the world. My
mind was foggier than a day in London town. I just sighed and went to bed after eating a tiny bowl of
sugar-free Jello. Yes, this was my new daily dessert. And let me tell you, on a VLCD, that stuff is jiggly gold.
Jordan emailed me, concerned about my welfare. I caved, breaking my vow to remain steely in the midst of
my difficult yet completely self-imposed discomfort. My reply included a torrential downpour of strongly
worded sentiments about how truly awful and stupid this diet really was. My coach always wins. On Day 8 I
cried. For no good reason. I was exhausted, emotional, and mad about nothing in particular other than feeling
like a train wreck. I rolled around listlessly in my bed for a few minutes and then dozed off, leaving my work
for the next day. Day 9 My attitude shifted. I was nearly at the finish line and somehow it all felt more doable.
Perhaps the emotional breakdown from day 8 was cathartic; I have no idea. My workout was so unproductive
it was comical. I could barely lift the bar to bench press. I wandered around aimlessly and then trudged back
up the stairs and drove straight home to my bed. There was no way I was going to have a good gym session.
Day 10 Hell yeah, I was nearly there. I began fantasizing about what food I would eat first. All I craved was a
bowl of oatmeal and one perfect piece of fruit. I breezed through this day as I saw the end point firmly within
my grasp. Breaking the Fast The alarm sounded for my 4 a. I climbed out of bed and headed straight to the
kitchen, where I peeled my beautiful, perfect orange and savored every bite. Then I took a picture of my
leaned out bod, preserving it for posterity. Jamaican Me Crazy The idea of dealing with an all-inclusive resort
after being on a crash diet flooded me with unease. I went in with a plan, and I ended up doing just fine on that
front. Unfortunately, I also caught E. My leaned out midsection ended up being even more short-lived than I
had imagined. After recovering from the infection, my appetite returned with a vengeance. There are tales
everywhere of figure competitors who binge themselves into oblivion after a show. I can now understand why.
I was ridiculously hungry and craved all of the carbs. Thankfully, I both had the wisdom to know I should
keep my eating moderated and a coach to support me. Still, I went on a cooking bender of epic proportions. I
just fed most of it to friends and family. My Instagram feed had never looked more delicious. In the end, I did
indeed lose 6 poundsâ€¦ but for only a few days.
5: Rapid Fatloss Handbook: My Results and Review | PowerliftingToWin
The Rapid Fat Loss Handbook: a Scientific Approach to Crash Dieting Review. I have been following the career of Lyle
McDonald for almost twenty years. His writing is some of the best (if not the best) stuff you can find on the subject of fat
loss and body transformation.

6: Lyle McDonald | Muscle Review
Any and all questions related to the Rapid Fat Loss handbook.

7: Rapid Fat Loss Diet Calculator
Need to lose weight quickly. Doing Lyle McDonald's Rapid Fat Loss Handbook. I'm going to be following McDonald's
handbook to the letter, following the advice of.

8: The Rapid Fat Loss Handbook
She lost the first 50lbs over 5 months on keto, and the last lbs over 5 months on the Rapid Fat Loss Diet. The diet
basically seems to be a low carb/low fat/high protein temporary crash diet. Does anyone have an experience with this or
thoughts?
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9: Rapid Fat Loss Handbook Review (Lyle McDonald)
The Rapid Fat Loss Diet is a protein-sparing modified fast (PSMF) that places an emphasis on protein consumption to
theoretically retain as much muscle as possible while losing fat. McDonald theorizes that when you eliminate
carbohydrates and fats for fuel and rely only on protein, your body then more effectively burns fat by using existing fat.
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